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General   
NOTE: These rules are based on the 2016 competition and are subject to change by Region 5 for the 2017 

competition.  

 

Purpose: To improve communication skills of undergraduate IEEE student members.   

  

Levels: Competitions occur at the Local (LC), Area (AC), and Region (RC) levels (in that order). Local contests 

may be Branch or Section contests or any combination thereof. Oral presentations are required at LC & RC levels. 

Winners may revise their papers before submission to the next level.   

Eligibility: The LC entrant must be an undergraduate and an IEEE student member (or pending). Graduation before 

the AC or RC does not affect eligibility. Entrants may collaborate with up to two other undergraduate entrants.   

Subject: Papers must cover technical, engineering, management, or societal aspects of subjects relevant to the IEEE. 

A paper must address a research of the literature, entrant’s original work, or work performed by a group to which the 

entrant belongs.   

  

Written Presentation Rules   
  

Penalties: Submissions not in PDF format will be disqualified. Submissions without a title page and a 

Originality/Acknowledgements page will be disqualified. Submissions violating the page limits will have a 15 pt. 

per page penalty to the score. Submissions without correct formatting or without required sections will be given a 15 

pt. penalty per failure to the score.   

  

General format:  Papers must be submitted as Portable Document Format (PDF), single-spaced, single column, 

and formatted for letter-sized paper. All entries must have the title page and a second page giving Originality and 

Acknowledgements. The main paper text (includes Abstract, Introduction, Body, Conclusions, References, Tables, 

and Figures, this is about 7 pages) must be 2,500 to 3,000 words — over/under results in penalty. The optional 

Appendices must not exceed 5 pages. You may use the standard guidelines and template for IEEE publications as 

described for this technical conference or the more general IEEE Information for Authors for the guidelines not 

covered by the rules in this section.   

  

Style: While third person is preferable, first person is acceptable if it enhances clarity or readability (e.g., “our team” 

or “I” vs. “the author”). Active voice and a tight writing style enhance paper quality.   

  

Structure: Include the following, in the order listed (appendices are optional).   

Title page (Required First page): The title is concise, but conveys the subject. List on separate lines: title, author 

name(s), principal author’s membership number ("IEEE Student Member No. xxxxxx" or "IEEE Student 

Membership pending"), school name, and month/year of contest.   



Originality Statement and Acknowledgments Page (Two Separate Sections Required on the Second page): Briefly 

explain the originality of the paper and project. Briefly list specific contributions of each author and of supportive 

parties.   

  

Table of Contents (Optional): Use formal format, with page numbers.   

  



Abstract (Separate Section Required): In 100 words or less, briefly state the problem or objective and summarize 

the results or conclusions, touching upon details only if they are particularly significant.   

  

Introduction (Separate Section Required): Explain the significance of the paper; summarize what the paper will 

deliver. One-way: briefly explain the problem and then how the paper will address it.   

  

Body: Provide the subject arguments in logical sequence, with supporting data.   

  

Conclusions (Separate Section Required): Summarize the major points of the paper.   

  

References (Separate Section Required): List the literature used to develop the paper. Number references 

consecutively in order of first citation and follow this citation form:   

  

Periodical: R.N. Hall, Power Rectifiers and Transformers," Proc. IRE, Vol. 40 pp, 1512-1518, November 1952.   

Book: W.A. Edison, Vacuum Tube Oscillators, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, New York, pp. 170-171, 

1948.   

Article: B. Lawrence, B.H. Well, and M.H. Graham, "Making on line search available in an industrial research 

environment," Journal of the American Society for Information Science, pp. 364-369, Nov.-Dec. 1974.   

Electronic Sources: In addition to author and title data, include the URL and date accessed.   

  

Appendices (Optional): In these, include material that is helpful (but not essential) for supporting the arguments in 

the body. Each appendix item must have a reference in the body of the paper. Number items consecutively, 

continuing the sequence used in the body (e.g., if Table 3 were last in the text, Table 4 would be first in the 

appendices). Judges may penalize a paper with essential information included in an appendix rather than the main 

paper.   

  

Graphics:   
These supplement, not duplicate, the text (or each other). Graphics enhance the presentation with supporting data 

using curves, charts, or tables.   

  

  

Layout options:   

Place graphics in the text or place at the end.   

Provide explanatory caption for each graphic.   

Letters, explained in captions, may identify portions of graphics.   

When feasible, combine multiple curves in one graphic, and identify appropriately.   

Tables may be images (or files) embedded in the document. Do not build with spaces or tabs (due to display 

disparities).   

Number equations consecutively, from order of first appearance.   

Number tables consecutively (e.g., Table 1, Table 2).   

Number figures consecutively (e.g., Figure 1, Figure 2).   

Use MS-Equation editor or embedded images for equations or symbols.   



Use standard symbols and abbreviations. (Ref. "Graphic Symbols for Electrical and Electronic Diagrams," IEEE 

STD 315 and/or IEEE Information for Authors).   

Upon first use of an abbreviation, use the full wording then follow with the abbreviation in parentheses (AIP).   

  

Electronic Submission deadlines: The Region Competition Chair sets the deadlines.  Late entries will be 

disqualified. Tip: submit 3 days early, with receipt request.   

  

  

Oral Presentation Rules   
  

Penalties: If a presenter continues speaking 15 seconds beyond the 15-minute “Stop” signal, all judges will give a 

15 pt. penalty to the presenter’s score (the Paper Competition Chair will determine if the presenter has exceeded this 

limit and report the penalty to the judges).   

  

General format:  Determine the order of presentations by lot. Each presenter has 15 minutes to present, including 

the 3-minute Question & Answer (Q&A). In the case of co-authors, only one may orally present. During Q&A, the 

presenter will recognize questioners and answer questions from judges. The Competition Chair may veto 

inappropriate questions.   

  

Questions – only judges may ask questions.   

  

Visual aids – using impermissible aids will result in disqualification of the contestant.   

  

Permissible: Slides using software packages like PowerPoint or Adobe to be shown using a projector and a 

computer.   

Impermissible: Demonstrations, hardware displays, films, sound recordings or handouts.   

  

Judging Criteria  
 

Written Presentation Portion   
Form (35% of overall score)   

Concise, informative abstract   

Adequacy of introduction   

Logical development and analytical treatment in the body (delivers on the promise of the introduction)   

Adequacy of conclusion   

Compliance with format rules   

Clarity and directness   

Grammar, spelling, and style   

Subject Matter (15% of overall score)   

Originality of ideas, procedures, processes, designs, results, or conclusions   

(For paper based on literature: originality of analysis and interpretation)   

Quality, level of content, appropriateness, interest, and importance   

Factual and technical accuracy   

  

Oral Presentation Portion   
Form (35% of overall score)   

Adequacy of introduction and conclusions   

Logical development of major points   

Flow and balance of subject material   

Poise, eye contact, and manners   



Grammar, fluency and word choices   

Clarity and directness (Tone, pace, annunciation, volume and delivery)   

Use of graphic aids   

Subject Matter (15% of overall score)   

Technical and factual accuracy, grasp of the subject.   

Use of examples, metaphors, and analogies   

Answers to questions   

  

Success tip: For your slides (e.g., done in PowerPoint), limit your text to only a few words per line and no more than 

6 bulleted items per page. Use graphics liberally.  For best results, add a photo that ties the project to a larger 

social or economic theme.  


